Personal health records (PHRs) have been developed into a type of patient-centered health information exchange model in recent years. It provides users powerful saving, reading, and sharing of medical data. Considering the fullness of current Cloud construction, complicated combination of hospital staff, differences of prioritization between hospital staff and patients, and varied levels of privacy regulation of people in groups or individuals, the difficulty of security exchange and information sharing will increase. Therefore, there is necessity of existence for one flexible and efficient group-oriented cryptosystem. We proposed a bilinear pairing-based group-oriented cryptosystem to overcame above situations. This proposal owns the following advantages: (I) The cryptosystem can simultaneously realize four decryption strategies, enabling receivers to designate appropriate decryptors according to the content of plaintext. (II) All group members need only one private key, which can be used for decryption regardless of the decryption modes. Therefore, errors resulting from the misuse of keys can be avoided, and the difficulty of key management can be reduced. (III) The system is required to disclose only six parameters, thus decreasing spatial complexity. (IV) Regardless of the encryption and decryption modes, receivers must perform encryption only one time, and the length of the ciphertext comprises only four parameters. Thus, the proposed cryptosystem computing (including environment setting and the processes of encryption and decryption) is highly efficient, with easy key management, low spatial complexity, and small amount of ciphertext being transmitted.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the emergence of cloud computing, most healthcare information technology providers and healthcare service providers have begun to transfer the PHR service to cloud systems. Cloud systems provide storage space and software as a service (SaaS), enabling software service providers to use nearly unlimited and flexible storage space and computing resources [1] , [2] . To reduce their operating costs, an increasing number of PHR providers are transferring their PHR applications and data storage services to clouds, instead of establishing a specific data center. For example, Google and Microsoft, the two major cloud platform providers, both provide PHR services on their clouds, namely Google Health and Microsoft HealthVault [3] . PHR investment generally is based on the interest and efficiency-oriented goals of increasing patients' power or improving disease management. However, patients are most concerned about the security and confidentiality of PHR and other healthcare systems. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Chun-Wei Tsai . Act (HIPAA) formulated in 1996 outlines the legal protection of PHR privacy and security. However, HIPAA does not address all relevant issues, especially because HIPAA only applies to covered entities including health plans, healthcare clearinghouses, and healthcare providers. Emerging cloudbased PHR service providers like Dossia, Microsoft, and Google are not covered entities [4] , [5] . Healthcare Organizations (HCOs) and eHealth services covered by HIPAA confront the problem of implementing powerful and costefficient security and privacy policies, while constantly manifesting compliance with HIPAA regulations [6] , [7] . Healthcare Organizations (HCOs) and e-health services also face the same problems as HIPAA; they must implement effective and cost-effective security and privacy policies while manifesting their compliance with HIPAA. Thus, related security and privacy policies [8] are also applicable to PHR, that is, patients' information should be protected in accordance with the HIPAA regulations. HCOs must implement comprehensive policies, standards, guidelines, and procedures to protect their healthcare information, including Electronic Health Records (EHR) and Electronic Medical Records (EMR). Although business third groups providing VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ PHR solutions are not issue to HIPAA regulations, nonetheless security and privacy for PHRs are significant issues, both for the patients using the PHR and for the providers themselves [9] , [10] . Therefore, when introducing PHRs into cloud services, PHR privacy and system security must be carefully evaluated. Although additional security functions such as passwords and record tracking are available for PHRs, in comparison with traditional paper records, storing PHRs in cloud servers causes patients to lose their control over their personal healthcare data. Moreover, cloud systems involve many threats to information privacy, such as the lack of strict and careful verification of user identity, insecure user interface for verification and authorization, abuse of cloud computing for illegal activities, malicious internal employees of cloud service providers, problems related to shared environments, data theft, and service theft [11] . However, HIPPA has not provided favorable legal restrictions on these threats. Therefore, this study asserted that additional procedures must be adopted to provide strong evidence demonstrating that storing these sensitive data on cloud servers is sufficiently safe.
Considering the security of cloud computing environment, the ability of an information system' security mechanism to effectively ensure data confidentiality and adequate data access should be enhanced [12] . In response to the potential risk of privacy disclosure, PHR service providers should be able to encrypt patients' healthcare data, and more importantly, patients (i.e., PHR owners) should be allowed to fully control the medical records they want to share with others. Therefore, in addition to the encryption of medical records by service providers, PHRs should offer the function of grouporiented encryption for individual users in such an environment, which is called group-oriented cryptosystem [13] .
A group consists of more than two people. Groups can be categorized as homogeneous, heterogeneous, and hybrid. A group-oriented cryptosystem typically determines the decryption weights for group members according to the importance of the members. That is, a member who plays a crucial role in the group is allocated a large decryption weight. When all members have the same weight, the situation is called homogeneous membership, and the group is called a homogeneous group. If the weights for all members are different, it is heterogeneous membership, and the group is called a heterogeneous group [14] .
However, in practice, some groups contain large homogeneous subsets and a few heterogeneous members. For example, in a hospital, members may have dissimilar decryption weights based on their positions. However, nurses who constitute the majority of the members have the same weight. Only physicians or attending physicians, who are the minority in the group, have relatively large weights. Such a group is called the hybrid group, neither homogeneous nor heterogeneous.
Studies on group-oriented cryptosystems have rarely explored the hybrid group environment [15] , [16] . In fact, a hybrid group-oriented cryptosystem with a single decryption strategy cannot meet multiple needs in reality. Apart from the strategy that all legitimate subgroups cooperate to decrypt, the strategy that only a certain access subgroup can decrypt should also be adopted. Take hospital as an example. An access subgroup is a medical team for a patient; the medical team and the patient establish a private communication channel for them to send messages to each other. Other legitimate subgroups cannot read the message regarding medical records. Therefore, complete cooperative decryption should adopt two decryption strategies: any legitimate subgroups can cooperate to decrypt and only designated access subgroups can cooperate to decrypt. Apart from cooperative decryption, hybrid groups also have the need for independent decryption. One approach is that senders send ciphertext that has high confidentiality (e.g., unmentionable disease or personal information) to certain members, and only designated members can decrypt the ciphertext independently. The other approach is that senders send general cyphertext (e.g., appointment information or physicians' outpatient schedules) to all members, and each member can decrypt the ciphertext independently. In response to the need for independent decryption, two decryption strategies are therefore developed: any group member can decrypt ciphertext independently and only designated members can decrypt ciphertext independently. Thus, in the hybrid group environment, a flexible cryptosystem should consider four decryption strategies to realize complete cooperative decryption while taking the need for independent decryption into consideration.
An intuitive approach to satisfy the four decryption strategies in a hybrid group environment is simultaneously adopting multiple independent encryption systems, including group-oriented encryption, broadcast encryption, and public key encryption. However, this approach requires system administrators to maintain three systems simultaneously and group members to store keys from three systems, thus increasing the difficulty of key management. In addition, legitimate receivers must retrieve the corresponding keys to decrypt the ciphertext, which easily leads to errors. Thus, highly complicated systems and encryption and decryption operations are not a favorable solution.
This study proposed a flexible and efficient group-oriented system based on bilinear pairing that enables receivers to flexibly assign a specific member, all members, an access subgroup within a hybrid group, or all legitimate subgroups of a hybrid group as the decryptor according to the content of plaintext. Although the proposed bilinear-pairing-based group-oriented cryptosystem involves four decryption strategies, it requires the system administer to manage only one system, and all members are only required to store one key. Compared with the aforementioned complex approach, the proposed system can not only reduce system maintenance cost but also enable easy key management and encryption and decryption.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. ELLIPTIC CURVE CRYPTOSYSTEM
Koblitz [17] and Miller [18] separately proposed elliptic curve cryptosystem (ECC), the security of which is based on the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP). ECDLP is defined as follows: within a finite field F p , two points P and Q on the elliptic curve E are given. It is infeasible to determine the integer k to let Q = kP. In other words, if k and P are known, calculating Q will be easy. ECDLP has been verified to be an NP-complete problem.
In the real number system, an elliptic curve equation can be defined as a set consisting of points (x, y) in E : y 2 = x 3 + ax + b. If 4a 3 + 27b 2 = 0, the set can be a cyclic group. Therefore, in mod P, the elliptic curve is defined as E :
In mod F 2 n , the elliptic curve is defined as E :
Moreover, any elliptic curve has two characteristics:
in relation to X -axis; -P is the negative point of point P.
• If nP = O and n is the smallest positive integer, n is the order of point P on the elliptic curve E. (1) Geometric property of addition:
• O is an addition unit element; therefore, for all P ∈ E, P + O = O + P = P, and P + (−P) = P − P = O.
• P + P = 2P. • Let P = (x 1 , y 1 ) and Q = (x 2 , y 2 ), and P = −Q, then
and • If s, t ∈ F p , for any point P ∈ E, (s + t)P = sP + tP. (2) Geometric property of multiplication:
• If k ∈ F p , for any point P ∈ E, kP = k P + P + · · · + P.
• If s, t ∈ F p , for any point P ∈ E, s(tP) = (st)P. ECC is regarded as a cryptosystem with high security because of the following features:
• No effective algorithm can solve the discrete logarithm problem within polynomial time; therefore, the security of ECC is higher than the RSA cryptosystem.
• The private key length in the RSA cryptosystem must be 2048 bits, whereas that in the ECC is only 160 bits to achieve the same level of security. Thus, ECC requires relatively small amount of computation and small space for key storage. Numerous methods are available for practicing elliptic curves; one is the supersingular elliptic curve method. However, because the system created using a supersingular elliptic curve has characteristics different from those of the original ECC, in this study, a cryptosystem based on a bilinear pairing function is developed.
B. BILINEAR PAIRING AND RELATED HYPOTHESES
Among the bilinear pairing functions, Weil pairing [19] and Tate pairing [20] are relatively well-known; both are defined as linear mappings between two cyclic groups. Assume G 1 is an addition cyclic group; point P is its generator, and its rank is a prime number q. G 2 is a multiplication cyclic group and its rank is the same with that of G 1 . Therefore, a bilinear map e : G 1 × G 1 → G 2 exists, which can map the points of G 1 onto an element of G 2 .
This bilinear map possesses the following features:
• Bilinear: Let points P, Q, and R belong to G 1 , then a. e(P + Q, R) = e(P, R) · e(Q, R). b. e(P, Q + R) = e(P, Q) · e(P, R). c. e(aP, bP) = e(bP, aP) = e(P, P) ab , where a and b belong to Z * q . • Non-degeneracy: If P is the generator of G 1 , then e(P, P) is also the generator of G 2 , where ∀P, Q ∈ G 1 and e(P, Q) = 1.
• Computable: Between any two points ∀P, Q ∈ G 1 an efficient algorithm must exist, which can calculate e(P, Q) within the polynomial time. In the field of cryptography, to prove system security, some generally acknowledged computation problems must be assumed. This indicates that the probability of solving these problems within the polynomial time is negligible. Hence, system security can be indirectly analyzed through these problems. In particular, the decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) problem is defined as follows: A generator P ∈ G 1 is randomly selected, and (P, aP, bP, cP, T ) is given, where a, b, c ∈ Z * q and T ∈ G 2 . It is difficult to determine whether the equality T = e(P, P) abc is accepted.
C. SECRET SHARING
In some environments or systems, the master key owner is not willing to entrust the master key to another person (administrator), not only because the key may be lost but also because this may cause the person to have excessive power; imbalanced power can induce many problems. The simplest method is dividing the original master key into n secondary keys that are kept by n administrators. Each administrator has only one secondary key; only when all administrators gather together can the master key be obtained. Take the bank coffer password as an example. The bank divides the password into 10 segments and gives them to 10 managers; each manager must individually take care of one segment. When the client intends to open the coffer, all the 10 managers have to gather together to open the coffer cooperatively. This method is to increase the security of the master key and, particularly in a group environment, to prevent the private key of a group from being used by malicious group members for private purpose. However, this method is inefficient. Shamir [21] and Blakley [22] proposed a threshold secret sharing method, which is more efficient than the aforementioned method. Shamir's method is based on the Lagrange interpolating polynomial, whereas Blakley's method is based on linear geometric projection. In addition to the two methods, numerous methods are also available [23] , [24] , among which interpolating polynomial has been most widely discussed.
The threshold and generalized secret sharing systems both adopt the Lagrange interpolating polynomial. The generalized secret sharing system is more flexible and can clearly determine the legitimate subgroup, instead of being limited by the threshold value; however, it requires additional calculation and disclosure of the open value corresponding to each legitimate subgroup. Because the system calculation is highly complex, it requires relatively large parameter space.
Threshold value is the most crucial parameter in the threshold method. Generally, (t, n) is used, where t denotes the threshold value and n denotes the total number of people. This method involves two roles: master key holder and shadow holder. The master key holder divides the master key s into n secondary keys and secretly sends them to the shadow holders; each shadow holder possesses only one secondary key. Two situations may occur when the master key is reconstructed:
(1) The master key can be derived when the number of secondary keys is larger than or equal to the threshold value t. (2) The master key cannot be derived when the number of secondary keys is smaller than the threshold value t. A threshold secret sharing system involves two stages: key sharing and key recovery.
(1) Key sharing stage:
• The system administrator selected the master key s. Assume group members to be {U 1 , U 2 , . . . , U n }, and the threshold value is represented by t.
• Let all members possess a public and sole identity ID i , and incorporate ID i into the polynomial to obtain s i = f (ID i ), which serves as each member's secondary key.
(ID i , s i ) is the coordinates of point of the polynomial on a two-dimensional space. Because f (x) is a polynomial of degree 2, it can be solely determined by any t or more coordinates of points. If the number of points is less than t, the polynomial cannot be solely determined. (2) Key recovery stage:
• Assume that the number of people the system administrator intends to cooperate to reconstruct the master key reaches the threshold value, namely {U 1 , U 2 , . . . , U t }.
The group members separately provide secondary keys to t-1 participants.
., U t } receives all secondary keys, the Lagrange interpolating polynomial is used to reconstruct the polynomial as follows:
The master key can also be reconstructed as follows:
The threshold method can achieve the goal of secret sharing, but it is a special method. Each member owns only one secondary key. The master key can be recovered when a certain number of secondary keys are collected, that is, the recovery of master key depends on the number of people who cooperate, instead of the identity of the people. Therefore, Ito et al. [25] in 1987 proposed as generalized secret sharing method. Specifically, logistic equation is used to explicitly share the master key s. For example, if group members are {A, B, C, D}, and = (AB) ∪ (BC) ∪ (ACD), this indicates that there are three cooperative subgroups {AB}, {BC}, and {ACD}, where the master secret (i.e., master key) can be recovered through the cooperation between only members A and B.
A generalized secret sharing system involves key sharing and recovery stages.
1) KEY SHARING STAGE
• The system administrator selects the master key s.
Assume group members to be {A, B, C, D} and logistic equation to be = (AB) ∪ (BC) ∪ (ACD).
• Let the identities of group members be {ID 1 , ID 2 , ID 3 , ID 4 }. The system selects four random numbers k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , and k 4 from Z * p to be the members' secondary keys. • The public values of the legitimate subgroups of are calculated. Take {AB} as an example. Two coordinates of points on the two-dimensional space are (ID 1 , k 1 ) and (ID 2 , k 2 ). Incorporating (ID 1 , k 1 ) and (ID 2 , k 2 ) into the Lagrange interpolating polynomial can obtain the only second degree polynomial f 1 (x). V AB = s − f 1 (0)(mod p) is calculated, and the obtained value is the public value corresponding to {AB}.
2) KEY RECOVERY STAGE
• Assume {AB} to be the master key that requires cooperative reconstruction. {AB} separately provides k 1 and k 2 to each other.
• For members A and B, two sets of coordinates for points can be obtained, namely (ID 1 , k 1 ) and (ID 2 , k 2 ), and the Lagrange interpolating polynomial is used to obtain f 1 (0).
• The master key is successfully recovered as follows: s = V AB + f 1 (0)(mod p).
III. GROUP-ORIENTED CRYPTOSYSTEM BASED ON BILINEAR PAIRING
A. PROPOSED SCHEME In a group environment, different encryption and decryption demands exist according to the level of importance of documents, which lead to the development of four encryption and decryption models. Examples are as follows: (1) If the plaintext comprises letters sent between individual people, the appropriate model is that the letters are encrypted for a specific person, which is called personal specific encryption. (2) If the plaintext is company annual plans, the suitable model is broadcast encryption, which allows the encrypted content to be broadcasted to all members. (3) If the plaintext consists of letters sent by a person to a specific subgroup, the suitable model is subgroup specific encryption, where the letters are encrypted and sent to the specific access subgroup.
(4) If the plaintext comprises important orders, the suitable model is subgroup-based broadcast encryption, which allows the encrypted content to be broadcasted to all legitimate subgroups. In this model, the legitimate subgroup includes all access subgroups or any subgroup consisting of t people. Models 1 and 2 adopt independent decryption, whereas Models 3 and 4 adopt cooperative decryption. Models 1 and 2 differ in whether the receivers are designated, and Models 3 and 4 differ in whether the access subgroups are designated. In particular, Model 4 is the hybrid group-oriented cryptosystem.
The group-oriented cryptosystem based on bilinear pairing proposed in this section is capable of effectively meeting the demands in the aforementioned environments. The system architecture is shown in Fig. 1 .
B. FUNCTION DEFINITION
Three algorithms were proposed in this study: system setup algorithm (Setup), encryption algorithm (Enc), and decryption algorithm (Dec).
• Setup(k, n, t): Security parameter (k), total number of members (n), and threshold value (t) are input in the algorithm, and assume all members in the group to be {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n }. The algorithm will output (PK, VK, SK). Specifically, PK denotes all the parameters in the system; VK = (Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , Y n ), denoting the set of all members' public keys; SK = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), representing the set of all members' private keys. Member u i will secretly obtain private key x i . This algorithm also outputs the decryption strategy used by the group, including threshold value and access structure.
• Enc(state, PK, M ): State value (state ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}), public key set (PK), and plaintext to be encrypted (M ) are input in the algorithm. This encryption algorithm will output ciphertext C. The state value represents the encryption and decryption model to be adopted, explained as follows: a. If state = 1, the receiver is a certain member. b. If state = 2, the receiver is all members. c. If state = 3, the receiver is a certain access subgroup. d. If state = 4, the receiver is all legitimate subgroup.
• Dec(SK, C): The private key set (SK) and ciphertext to be decrypted (C) are input in the algorithm. This decryption algorithm will output plaintext M .
C. SYSTEM PROCEDURE
The environment parameters set by the system are as follows:
• Three random numbers x, y, and z are selected from Z * q , where x denotes the private key of the group.
• System parameters are calculated: Q 1 = xP, Q 2 = yP, and Q 3 = zP, where Q 1 denotes the public key of the group.
1) KEY GENERATION
The pairs of keys for all group members and all access subgroups are generated.
• Random numbers a 1 , . . . , a t−1 are selected from Z * q , and a polynomial of degree t is defined as follows:
is calculated to the be private key of u i , and Y i = f (i)P is its public key. Through the security channel, the private key is sent to u i , and its public key is disclosed.
is the key pair of u i , where i = 1, 2, . . . , n. An equality relationship exists between group members' key pairs and system parameters, namely e(x i P, P) = e(Q 1 , Q 3 )e(Y i , Q 2 ). Thus, the public VK = (Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , Y n ) and private SK = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) are obtained.
• Random number r j is selected from Z * q . Z f j = xQ 2 + zr j u i ∈f j x i P and Z f j = r j P are calculated to be the two public values of f j , where j = 1, 2, . . . , s. An equality relationship exists between the two public values and the system parameters, namely e(Z f j , P) = e(Q 1 , Q 2 )
Finally, a public system parameter is obtained as follows: PK = (P, Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 , , {(Z f j , Z f j )|f j ∈ }).
2) ENCRYPTION
One of the following encryption processes is adopted according to the state values. VOLUME 7, 2019 • If state = 1 and the receiver is u i , the implementation steps are as follows: a. Select random number s from Z * q . b. Calculate:
• If state = 2, the implementation steps are as follows: a) Select random number s from
• If state = 3 and the receiver is access group f j , the implementation steps are as follows: a) Select random number s from
• If state = 4, the implementation steps are as follows: a. Select random number s from
3) DECRYPTION
Once the receiver receives the ciphertext C, he or she adopts one of the following decryption processes according to the state value in C.
• If state = 1, only the designated receiver u i is allowed to decrypt the ciphertext. The decryption steps are as follows: a. Whether the equation e(K , P)
is true is first verified to determine whether the ciphertext format is legitimate. If the equation is false, the decryption process stops. b. M = U ⊕H ( e(x i P,W ) e(V ,Q 2 ) ) is calculated to successfully recover M . The correctness of the accuracy of the decryption process is as follows:
• If state = 2, any member u i ∈ Group is allowed to decrypt the ciphertext. The steps are as follows:
a. Whether e(K , P) ? = e(G(U , V , W ), W ) is true is verified to determine whether the ciphertext format is legitimate. If the equation is false, the decryption process stops. b. M = U ⊕H ( e(x i P,W ) e(Y i ,V ) ) is calculated to successfully recover M . The correctness of the decryption process is verified as follows: = e(G(U , V , W ), W ) is true is first verified to determine whether the ciphertext format is legitimate. If the equation is false, the decryption process stops. b. u i ∈ f j calculates the decryption shadow c i = e(x i W , Z f j ) and secretly sends the decryption shadow to members intending to decrypt the ciphertext. c. After receiving all correct decryption shadows,
) is calculated to successfully recover M . The correctness of the decryption process is verified as follows: ).
The correctness of the decryption process is verified as follows:
. . , u t } intends to decrypt the cipher text, the process is as follows:
a. Whether e(K , Q 3 )
is true is verified to determine whether the ciphertext format is legitimate. If the equation is false, the decryption process stops. b. u i ∈ A calculates decryption shadow d i = ( e(x i P,V ) e(Q 1 ,W ) ) λ i , where λ i denotes the Lagrange coefficient, and secretly sends it to other members who also send decryption shadows. c. Once all correct decryption shadows have been received, M = U ⊕ H ( u i ∈A d i ) can be recovered by decrypting the ciphertext. The correctness of the decryption process is verified as follows:
The concept of problem reduction can be applied to transfer the difficulty of cracking the bilinear pairing-based generalized threshold cryptosystem and hybrid group-oriented cryptosystem to cracking the bilinear pairing-based grouporiented cryptosystem. To reduce the space used for the security proof, in this paper, only the security of the bilinear pairing-based group-oriented cryptosystem is demonstrated (assume DBDH to be a problem). This chapter first describes the basic concepts related to security proof and then verifies the security of the bilinear pairing-based group-oriented cryptosystem.
A. BASIC CONCEPTS Before the system security analysis, four cryptanalyses are introduced as follows:
1) Ciphertext-only attack (COA): The adversary intercepts certain ciphertexts and intends to decrypt them to obtain the plaintexts. 2) Known-plaintext attack: The adversary can intercept some plaintext-ciphertext pairs (m 1 , c 1 ), (m 2 , c 2 ), . . . , (m n , c n ) and intends to decrypt ciphertext c n+1 to obtain the corresponding plaintext m n+1 . 3) Chosen-plaintext attack: The adversary actively chooses the plaintexts to be encrypted m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m n , and the system sends back the corresponding ciphertexts c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n , based on which attacks can be performed. 4) Chosen-ciphertext attack (CCA): The adversary actively chooses the ciphertexts c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n , and the system sends back the corresponding plaintexts m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m n , based on which attacks can be performed.
The adversary's ability in the COA is most limited; on the contrary, the adversary is able to exercise the strongest ability in the CCA. Therefore, if system A claims to be able to resist COA and system B claims to be able to resist CCA, this indicates system B has higher security level than system A. As the computing capability of computers is improving exponentially, the developed cryptosystems are expected to be able to resist CCA.
Blum and Micali [26] proposed a definition of cryptosystem security in 1984, where the roles of adversary and simulator exist. The interaction between adversary and simulator is as follows: 1) Challenge: The adversary chooses a pair of two plaintexts of the same length (m 0 , m 1 ) to the simulator. When receiving the plaintexts, the simulator tosses a fair coin b ∈ {0, 1} and encrypts m b to obtain the ciphertext. The ciphertext is then sent back to the adversary. 2) Guess: The adversary must guess the value of b ∈ {0, 1}. If b = b, the adversary can successfully crack the system. Subsequently, the CCA-secure (semantically secure) attack scenario was defined. The scenario also involves an adversary and a simulator, with five phases from the simulator setting up the system environment to the adversary making responses. 4) Phase 2: Phase 2 is similar to Phase 1, but the ciphertext to be decrypted should not be the ciphertext sent back by the simulator at the Challenge phase. 5) Response: The adversary guesses the value of b ∈ {0, 1}. If b = b, the adversary can successfully crack the cryptosystem. The probability that the adversary can crack the system was rigorously defined as follows:
Random oracle model was proposed by Bellare and Rogaway [27] in 1993 and is often used to prove system security. In the random oracle model, a ''perfect'' hash function is assumed to be similar to the random number generator. A random oracle can be regarded as a perfect hash function; therefore, the random oracle model is only applicable to cryptosystems that adopt hash functions. The model is based on an abstract idealization of hash functions; a perfect hash function cannot be actually designed in practice.
The output values of a random oracle are defined as follows: An input value (query) x is given. If the query x has been submitted, the random oracle responds with the same output value as last time. If the random oracle has not received x before, it randomly responds an output value, which should conform to a uniform distribution.
All roles (e.g., decryptor and signer) in the cryptosystem should be ensured to be able to use the random oracle, which is regarded as an open, available resource. In the scenario of simulated attack, the simulator simulates the operation of a random oracle. The simulator interacts with the adversary without knowing the secrets in the cryptosystem and prevents the adversary from noticing that who he or she interacts with is the simulator instead of the cryptosystem. Finally, the strategy of problem reduction is applied to explain that the difficulty of cracking this cryptosystem is similar to that of solving the problems recognized in the number theory. In other words, if the adversary has high probability to crack the system, the simulator can use the adversary's ability to solve the recognized problem. However, the relevant mathematical problems cannot be solved, thus leading to contradiction. Therefore, the original hypothesis is rejected, that is, the adversary is unable to crack the system.
B. SECURITY PROOF
This study demonstrated that the DBDH problem [9] , [10] can be reduced to the problem of the ''group-oriented cryptosystem based on bilinear pairing.'' The two problems have the same level of difficulty. Because DBDH is a known hypothesis problem in the number theory, it indirectly demonstrates that the bilinear pairing-based group-oriented cryptosystem is semantically secure. In addition, the attack scenario must be limited to the model of selective strategy, which is similar to the selective-ID model, meaning that the adversary must decide and output the model he or she intends to attack (state * ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}) before issuing an attack. For the purpose of convenience, BPGOC was subsequently used to represent the bilinear pairing-based group-oriented cryptosystem.
Theorem 1: Assume an adversary (A) submits query to the random oracle H q H times, to the random oracle G q G times, and to the decryption share oracles q D times within the time period of t CCA . The probability of cracking the BPGOC system is AdvCCA n,t,k (A) and is negligible. The BPGOC can be regarded as (t CCA , q H , q G , q D ) CCA-secure.
Proof: Assume that the BPGOC A intends to crack is claimed to be (t CCA , q H , q G , q D ) CCA-secure. The researcher constructs another adversary B and assumes the probability of B solving the DBDH problem to be ε(k), then the probability of A cracking BPGOC is AdvCCA n,t,k (A) > ε(k). Let P be the generator of DBDH, and B receives a random parameter (P, aP, bP, cP, T ) sent from DBDH. After the interaction between A and B, the output value is determined by using the ability of A. The interaction process comprises five phases as follows:
Init: A outputs the target strategy, represented by state * . If state * = 1, then A must output the target user's ID, which is represented by u * i . If state * = 3, then A must output the ID of the access subgroup he or she intends to attack, which is represented by f * j . Setup: The process in which B generates parameters (PK, VK, SK) is as follows:
a. If state * = 1, the parameter was set to be (Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 ) = (aP, bP, cP). If state * = 2, a random number γ is selected; let (Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 ) = (aP, γ P, cP), otherwise a random number γ is selected; let (Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 ) = (aP, bP, γ P). b. Assume S ={u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u t−1 }, and if state * = 1, the set S must contain u * i . A random number {f (i)|u i ∈ S} is selected to be their private key, the corresponding public key is calculated as Y i = f (i)P. Subsequently, let λ 0 , λ 1 , ..., λ t−1 be the Lagrange coefficient. Other members' public key is calculated as
Finally, all group members' public key VK = {Y i |u i ∈ S} ∪ {Y j |u j / ∈ S} is sent to A. c. Two random numbers γ f j and γ f j are selected, and the two public values of f j are calculated as Z f j = γ f j P and Z f j = γ f j P, where 1 ≤ j ≤ s. All system parameters:
Phase 1: H and G are random oracles. When a query is sent to H regarding the output value of Q ∈ G 2 , a character string H ∈ {0, 1} l is randomly selected as the response to be sent back to A. HList is used to establish a random oracle H that contains two fields < query,answer >; in other words, if H =H(Q), then < Q, H > can be found in one row of HList. Similarly, if a query is sent to G regarding the output value of (U , V , W ) ∈ ({0, 1} l , G 1 , G 1 ), a random number t is selected, and G = tQ 1 is sent back to A as a response. GList is used to construct a random oracle G, and GList also contains two fields < query,answer >. In other words, if G = G(U , V , W ), then one row of GList is presented as < (U , V , W ), G >.
Subsequently, the operation of decryption share oracle is introduced as follows. A sends a decryption query C =(state, Challenge: A randomly selects two plaintexts of the same length (M 0 , M 1 ) and sends them to B; B generates a ciphertext and sends it back to A. The process is as follows: First, b ∈ {0, 1} is obtained by randomly generating a number, based on which a plaintext M b is selected. Subsequently, the target strategy is used to encrypt the plaintext to obtain the target ciphertext C * =(state * , U * , V * , W * , K * ) that corresponds to M b . The target ciphertext is then sent back to A.
a. If state * = 1 and the target user is u * i , then let U * = H(T ) ⊕ M b , V * = f (i)Q 2 , and W * = Q 2 . Subsequently, a random number k ∈ Z * q is selected, and let G * =G(U * , V * , W * ) = kP and K * = kQ 2 . Phase 2: Phase 2 is similar to Phase 1. However, the ciphertext in the query submitted to the decryption share oracle cannot be the C * obtained in the challenge phase.
Guess: Based on the value responded by A, B sends the guess value b ∈ {0, 1} as a response to the DBDH problem. If b = b, then B responds with 1 to represent T = e(P, P) abc ; otherwise, B responds with 0 to represent T = e(P, P) abc .
When T = e(P, P) abc , the target ciphertext is the correct ciphertext, corresponding to the plaintext M b . For A, when T = e(P, P) abc is a value uniformly distributed in the cyclic group G 2 , the target ciphertext is independent from b. Therefore, the probability of A cracking the BPGOC can be calculated as follows: This indicates that if A has a high probability of cracking the BPGOC, then B also has a high probability of solving the DBDH problem. Thus, Theorem 1 is proven.
C. COMPARISON
This section provides a comparative analysis of the proposed scheme with existing broadcast encryption schemes. Tables I shows the five ways of comparison, including key storage cost, length of cipher-text, encryption and decryption cost, and the supported mode. Obviously, in terms of key storage space, our system only needs to store one private key and one public key. Besides, for each access subgroup, only two corresponding open values should be disclosed. This leads to the cost only O(1) that is better than the required O(n) proposed by Du et al. [28] and Phan et al. [29] . Next, the four schemes' length of ciphertexts makes little differences. However, the time spent on encryption and decryption of our system is the least, with only five times of bilinear pairing function calculation to complete. (multiplication, hash function, and XOR operation take too little time to be considered.) Last, the biggest difference among the systems is that our schemes can support four modes of encryption without additional parameters for operation.
D. DISCUSSION
The proposed bilinear pairing-based group-oriented cryptosystem can realize four encryption and decryption models; members only need to store one private key and the sender only must perform encryption one time regardless of the encryption and decryption models adopted. The main design principle is that equality relationships exist between system parameters and a member's private key and the corresponding public key. Therefore, Models 1 and 2 can be achieved without increasing the number of members' private keys.
In conclusion, this group-oriented cryptosystem based on bilinear pairing has the following advantages:
(1) The cryptosystem is a complete system that simultaneously considers four encryption and decryption models and is applicable to a group environment. ing open values should be disclosed. c. The group only has one public key. (4) The amount of calculation for the sender and the amount of transmitted ciphertexts are low. a. The ciphertexts have the same length regardless of the encryption and decryption models adopted: three points in the additive group and one string with the length of l. b. The amount of calculation of the sender only involves the following:
• Dot product calculation: three times.
• Bilinear pairing function calculation: one time.
• XOR calculation: one time. (5) Legitimate subgroups can avoid malicious senders when performing decryption. The legitimacy of the ciphertext is verified. If the ciphertext is verified as illegitimate, this indicates that the ciphertext is not derived from the encryption of corresponding plaintext but a meaningless message. Consequently, the decryption is terminated.
V. CONCLUSION
This study proposed a group-oriented cryptosystem based on bilinear pairing that features high flexibility and efficiency. This cryptosystem enables users to flexibly designate a group member, all members, an access subgroup in a hybrid group, or all legitimate subgroups in a hybrid group as the decryptor. The method has four advantages: (1) It owns four encryption and decryption models and is applicable to a group environment.
(2) It requires only a low number of keys.
(3) The amount of calculation for the sender and the amount of transmitted ciphertexts are low. (4) Legitimate subgroups can avoid malicious senders when performing decryption since the ciphertext is not derived from the encryption of corresponding plaintext. Therefore, this system is very suitable for Personal Health Records to exchange and sharing securely.
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